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Abstract 
An important problem for agents in open mu!tiagent systems is how to find agents that 
match certain criteria. A number of middle agent services, such as matchmaking and 
broke ring services, have been proposed to address this problem. However, the search 
capabilities of such services are relatively limited since the match criteria they use are 
relatively inflexible. We propose ATSpace, a middle agent to support application· 
oriented matchmaking and broke ring services. Application agents in ATSpace deliver 
their own search algorithms to a public tuple space which holds agent property data; 
the tuple space executes the search algorithms on this data. We show how the ATSpace 
model increases the dynamicity andf7exibility of middle agent services. Unfortunately, 
the model also introduces security threats: the data and access control restrictions in 
ATSpace may be compromised, and system availability may be ajlected. We describe 
some mechanisms to mitigate these security threats. 
Keywords: Agent Coordination, Agent Interaction. Middle Agents. Brokering 
Services, Matchluaking Services. 
1. Introduction 
In multiagent systems, agents need to communicate with each other to accomplish their goals. An 
imp011ant problem in open multiagent systems is the connection problem: how to find agents that 
match given critelia [Dav83]. When agents are designed or owned by the same organization, 
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developers may be able to design agents which explicitly know the names of other agents that they 
need to communicate with. However in open systems. because different agents may dynamically 
enter or leave a system. it is generally not feasible to let agents know the names of all other agents 
that they need to communicate with at some point. 
For solving the connection problem. Decker classifies middle agent services as either 
matchmaking (also called Yellow Page) services or brokering services [Dec96. Syc97J. 
Matchmaking services (e.g. Directory Facilitator in FlPA platforms [Fip02]) are passive services 
whose goal is to provide a client agent with a list of names of agents whose propetties match its 
supplied ctiteria. The agent may later contact the matched agents to request services. On the other 
hand. broketing services (e.g. ActorSpace [CaI94]) are active services that directly deliver a 
message (or a request) to the relevant agents on their clients· behalf. 
Tn both types of services. an agent advettises itself by sending a message which contains its 
name and a description of its charactetistics to a middle agent. A middle agent may be implemented 
on top of a tuple space model such as Linda [Car89J; this involves imposing constraints on the 
format of the stored tuples and using Linda-suppotted ptimitives. Specifically. to implement 
matchmaking and broketing services on top of Linda. a tuple template may be used by the client 
agent to specify the matching ctitetia. However. the expressive power of a template is very limited; 
it consists of value constraints for its actual parameters and type constraints for its formal 
parameters. Tn order to overcome this limitation. Callsen·s ActorSpace implementation used regular 
expressions in its search template [Agh93. Ca194J. Even though this implementation increased 
expressivity. its capability is still limited by the power of its regular expressions. 
We propose ATSpacet (Active Tuple Spaces) to empower agents with the ability to provide 
arbitraty application-otiented search algotithms to a middle agent for execution on the tuple space. 
While ATSpace increases the dynamicity and flexibility of the tuple space model. it also introduces 
some secutity threats as codes developed by different groups with different interests are executed in 
the same space. We will discuss the implication of these threats and how they may be mitigated. 
n,is paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the ATSpace architecture and introduces 
its ptimitives. Section 3 desctibes security threats occurred in ATSpace and addresses how to 
resolve them. Section 4 illustrates the power of the new ptimitives by desctibing expetiments with 
using ATSpace on UAV (Unmanned Aetial Vehicle) simulations. Section 5 evaluates the 
1 We will u~c ATSpace to refer the model for a middle agent to ~upport application-oriented service, while we 
usc an atSpace to refer an in~l.ancc of ATSpacc. 
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pelformance of ATSpace and compares it with a general middle agent. Section 6 discusses related 
work, and finally, we conclude this paper with a summary of our research and future work, 
2,ATSpace 
2.1 A MOTIVATIVE EXAMPLE 
We present a simple example to motivate the ATSpace model. Tn general, a tuple space user with a 
complex matching query is faced with the following two problems: 
I. Frpressiveness problem because a matching quely cannot be expressed using the tuple 
space ptimitives. 
2. Incomplete injomwtion problem because evaluating a matching query requires information 
which is not available for a tuple space manager. 
For example, assume that a tuple space has information about seller agents and the plices of the 
products they sell; each tuple has the following attributes (,seller nare, ,seller city, 
prodl..:ct name, prodt:ct price). Buyer agents can access the Luple space in order to find 
seller agents that sell, for instance, computers or plinters. Also, a buyer agent wants to execute the 
following query: 
Ql: What are the best two (in terms oIprices) sellers that oJJer computers and whose locations are 
roughly within 50 miles ]rom me? 
A genelic tuple space may not suppott the request of this buyer agent because, firstly, it may 
not suppott the "best two" primitive (problem I), and secondly, it may not have information about 
the distance between cities (problem 2). Faced with these difficulties the buyer agent with the query 
QI has to transform it to a tuple template style query (Q2) to be accepted by the general tuple space. 
n,is query Q2 will retrieve a superset of the data that should have been rettieved by Q I. 
Q2: Find all tuples about seller agents that sell computers. 
The buyer agent then evaluates its own search algolithm on the returned data to find tuples that 
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satisfy Q I. Tn our example. the buyer agent would first filter out seller agents whose locations are 
less than 50 miles from the location of its user. and then choose the best two sellers from the 
remaining ones. To select seller agents located within 50 miles. the buyer agent has a way of 
estimating roughly distances between cites. Finally. it should send these seller agents a message to 
stan the negotiation process. 
An apparent disadvantage of the above approach is the movement of large amount of data from 
the tuple space to the buyer agent. When the tuple space includes large amount of tuples related to 
computer sellers. the size of the message to be delivered is also large. Tn order to reduce 
communication overhead. ATSpace allows a client agent to send an object containing its own search 
algorithm. instead of a tuple template. Tn our example. the buyer agent would send mobile code that 
inspects tuples in the tuple space and selects the best two sellers that satisfy the buyer clitelia; the 
mobile code also canies information about distances to the near cities. 
Tn Figure I. the seller agents with AN2 and AN3 names are selected by the search algolithm. 
and the alSpace agent delivers secdCor.pt:terBrand Inessage to thenl as a brokering service. 
Finally. the seller agents send information about brand names of their computers to the buyer agent. 
ATSapce 
AN2, Champaign, computer, 950 
I AN3, Urbana, computer, 650 
AN4, Urbana, printer, 420 
AN5, Austin, computer, 1290 
<find best two sellers in neighboring cities> sendComputerBrand 
AN1 :buver C AN3:selier ~ CAN5:seller :> 
CAN2:seller :> C AN4:selier ~ 
Figure 1: An Example of ATSpace 
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2.2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 
ATSpace consists of three components: a tuple space, a message queue, and a tuple space manager 
(see Figure 2). 
ATSpace 
Tuple Space message queue 
G (msg~)sg) .-r G ~ 0 felUTIl names C; Tuple (matchmaking) G Space Manager ask sCTvice age 1Ls 
(brokcring) 
Figure 2: Basic Architecture of ATSpace 
The tuple space is used as a shared pool for agent tuples. (a, p" 1'" ... , p,,), which consists of a 
name field, a. and a property part, P = PI, P2, ... , Pn where It <: 1: each tuple represents an agent 
whose name is given by the first field and whose characteristics are given by the subsequent fields. 
ATSpace enforces the rule that there cannot be more than one agent tuples whose agent names and 
property fields are identical. However, an agent may register itself with different propetties 
(multiple tuples with the same name field), and different agents may register themselves with the 
same propetty fields (multiple tuples with the same propetty patt). 
The lues sage queue contains input luessages that are received frOlll other agents. Messages are 
classified into two types: data input messages and service request messages. A data input message 
includes a new agent tuple for insettion into the tuple space. A service request message includes 
either a tuple template or a mobile object. The template (or, altemately. the object) is used to search 
for agents with the appropliate agent tuples. A service request message may optionally contain 
another field, called the service call message field, to facilitate the brokering service. A mobile 
object is an object that is provided by a service-requesting agent or client agent; such objects have 
pre-det1ned public melhods, such as I iLd, The I iLd melhod is called by the LUple space manager 
with tuples in its atSpace as a parameter, and this method returns names of agents selected by the 
search algorithm specified in the mobile object, 
n,e tuple space manager retlieves names of service agents whose properties match a tuple 
template or which are selected by a mobile object, Tn case of a matchmaking service, it returns the 
names to the client agent, Tn case of a brokering service, it forwards the service call message 
supplied by the client agent to the service agents, 
2.3 OPERATION PRIMITIVES 
General Tuple Space Primilives 
The ATSpace model supports lhree basic primitives: ",rite, read, and take, ',nite is used lo 
regisler an agelll LUple illlo an alSpace, read is used lo reu'ieve an agelll LUple lhalmalches a given 
crileria, and take is used lo relrieve a malched agelllLUple and remove it from the alSpace, When 
there are more than one agent tuples whose propetties are matched with the given cliteria, one of 
them is randomly selected by the agent tuple manager. When there is no a matched tuple, these 
plimitives return immediately with an exception, Tn order to retlieve all agent tuples that match a 
given crileria, readAll or takeAll primilives should he used, The formal" of these primitives is 
as follows: 
void vlrriLe (P.ger.LKar..e anP.TSpace, TupleDaLa Ld); 
AgentTuple read(AgentName anATSpace, TcpleTemplate tt); 
AgenLTuple Lake UigenLNarne anl1..TSpace, TL~pleTernplaL_e LL); 
AgentTuple [J reacl.?ll (AgentNarne acATSpace, TupleTernplate tt); 
AgenLTuple [J LakelUl (AgenLNarne ar.ATSpace, TupleTernplaLe LL); 
where AgentName. TcpleData. AgentTuple, and TcpleTemplat.e are data objects defined in 
ATSpace, A data object denotes an object that includes only methods to set and renieve its member 
vatiables, When one of these plimitives is called in an agent, the agent class handler creates a 
corresponding message and sends it to the atSpace specified as the first parameter, aLATSpace, The 
';nit.e plimitive causes a data input message while the others cause service request messages, Note 
that the '.Hi t.e plimitive does not include an agent tuple but a tuple that contains only the agent's 
2 The current ATSpace implementation is developed in the Java programming language, and hence, we use the 
Java syntax to exprcs~ primitives. 
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properties. This is to avoid the case where an agent \lies to register a property using another agent 
name to an atSpace. This tuple is then converted to an agent tuple with the name of the sender agent 
before the agent tuple is inserted to an atSpace. 
Tn some applications. updating agent tuples happens very often. For such applications. 
availability and integrity are of great importance. Availability insures that at least one agent tuple 
exist at any time whereas integtity insures that old and new agent data do not exist simultaneously 
in an atSpace.lmplemenLing the update request using two tuple space primitives. take and 'drite. 
could resu!L in one of these properties not being satist1ed. if update is implemellled using take 
followed by 'dri teo then availability is not mel. On the other hand. if upda te is implemented using 
'"rite followed by take. illlegrity is violated for a small amoulll of time. Therefore. ATSpace 
provides the update primitive to insure that take and ;.",rri te operations are petfonlled as one 
atornic operation. 
void cpdaLe(AgenLNarne acATSpace, TupleTernplaLe LL, TcpleDaLa Ld); 
Matchmaking and Brokering Service Primitives 
In addition. ATSpace also provides primitives for middle agelll services: searchOne and 
searchAll for Inalchillaking services, and deliverOne and deliverAll for hrokering services. 
Ptimitives for matchmaking are as follows: 
AgentName searchOr.e (.i\ger.t.Kar..e anl\TSpace, TupleTer..plate tt.); 
AgenLNarne searchOce (FigecLKare anFiTSpace, MobileObjecl~ dO); 
AgentName:] searchAll (AgentName anATSpace, TI..::pleTer.plat.e t.t); 
AgentNarne:] searchAll U~.gentNarne anJ~.TSpace, MobileObject ao); 
The searchOne ptimitive is used to rettieve the nmne of a service agent that satisfies a given 
ctitetia, vi/herea.,; the searchAll prilnitive is used to rettieve all names of service agents that match 
a given property. 
Primilives for hrokering service are as follows: 
void deliverOne U'l.gentNarne anJ'l.TSpace, TcpleTernplate tt, Mes,sage msg); 
void deliverOne (AgentName anATSpace, HobileObject. ao, Hessage r.sg); 
void deliverAll (.!l,.genLNarne an.!l,.TSpace, TcpleTernplaLe LL, Message rnsg); 
void deliverAll (AgentName anATSpace, HobileObject. ao, Hessage r.sg); 
The deli verOne primitive is used to fOlward a specit1ed service call message rnsg to the 
service agelll that matches the given criteria. whereas the deli verAll primitive is used to send 
this message to all such service agents. 
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Note that our matchmaking and broketing service ptimitives allow agents to use mobile objects 
to suppott application-oriented search algorithm. We call matchmaking or broketing services used 
wilh mobile objects active l1Ultchmaking or hrokering senJices. MobileObject is an abstract class 
that defines the intetface methods between a mobile object and an atSpace. One of these methods is 
I indo which may be used to provide the search algorithm to an atSpace. The format of the lind 
method is defined as follows: 
AgenLNarne:] fied (final P.gecLTcple:] aLaTuples); 
Service Specific Request Primitive 
One drawback of the previous brokering primitives (deli verOne and deli verAll) is that they 
cannot suppott service-specific call messages. Tn some situations, a client agent cannot supply an 
atSpace with a service call message to be delivered to a service agent beforehand because it needs to 
examine the service agent properties first. Another drawback of the deliverAll primitive is that 
it stipulates that the same message should be sent to all service agents that match the supplied 
critetia. Tn some situations a client agent needs to send different messages to each service agent, 
depending on the service agent's propetties. A client agent with any of the above requirements can 
use neither broketing services with tuple templates nor active broketing services with mobile 
objects. Therefore, the agent has to use the readAll primitive to retrieve relevant agent tuples and 
then create approptiate service call messages to send service agents selected. However, this 
approach suffers from the same problems as a general tuple space does. 
To address the above shortcomings, we introduce the exec primitives. This primitive allows a 
client agent to supply a mobile object to an atSpace; the supplied mobile object has to implement 
the doActioL method. When the method is called by an atSpace with agent tuples. it examines the 
properties of agents using the client agent application logic, creates different service call messages 
according to the agent propetties, and then returns a list of agent messages to the atSpace to deliver 
the service call messages to the selected agents. Note that each agent message consists of the name 
of a service agent as well as a service call message to be delivered to the service agent. 1l,e formats 
of exec primitive and the doActioL method are as follows. 
void exec (l1..gentNarne anl1..TSpace, l'-1obileObject. ao); 
AgenLMessage:] doF.cLion (AgenLTuple [J al~aTl:ples); 
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3. SECURITY ISSUES 
By allowing a mobile object to be supplied by an application agent. ATSpace supports application-
oliented matchmaking and brokeling services. which increases the flexibility and dynamicity of the 
tuple space model. However. it also introduces new secUlity threats; we address some of these 
secUlity threats and describe some ways to mitigate them. n,ere are three imponant types of 
secUlity issues for ATSpace: 
• Dala Integr ily: A mobile objecl may nol modify luples owned by olher agenls. 
• Denial of Service: A mobile objecl may nol consume lWO much processing lime or space 
of an atSpace. and a client agent may not repeatedly send mobile objects. thus overloading 
an atSpace. 
• Illegal Access: A mobile objecl may nol carry oUl unauthorized access or illegal 
operations. 
We address the data integlity problem by blocking attempts to modify tuples. When a mobile 
object is executed by a tuple space manager. the manager makes a deep copy of tuples and then 
sends the copy lo the find or doActioL melhod of the mobile objecl. Therefore. even when a 
malicious agent changes some tuples. the original tuples are not affected by the modification. 
However. when the number of tuples in a tuple space is very large. this solution requires extra 
memory and computational resources. For better pelformance. the creator of an atSpace may select 
the option of deliveling to mobile objects a shallow copy of the original tuples instead of a deep 
copy. although this will violate the integlity of tuples if an agent \lies to delete or change tuples. We 
are currently investigating under what conditions a use of a shallow copy may be sufficient. 
To address denial of service by consuming all processor cycles. we deploy user-level thread 
scheduling. Figure 3 depicts the extended architecture of ATSpace. When a mobile object anives. 
the object is executed as a thread. and its pliolity is set to high. If the thread executes for a long time. 
its priolity is continually downgraded. Moreover. if the running time of a mobile object exceeds a 
cenain limit. it may be destroyed by the Tuple Space Manager; in this case. a message is sent to the 
sender agent of the mobile object to inform it about the destruction of the object. To incorporate 
these restrictions. we have extended the architecture of ATSpace by implementing job queues--thus 
making their semantics similar to that of actors. Other denial of service issues are still our on-going 
research. 
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ATSpace message queue 
(msg)gB I' 
Tuple Space t G C; Tuple Space Manager G ATSpace I G Manager 
-+ i job queues G 1G8 high priority 
IG:S) mkkllc priority 
I G8 low priority 
Figure 3: Extended Architecture of ATSpace 
To prevent unautholized access, an atSpace may be created with an access key; if an atSpace is 
created with an access key, then this key must accompany every message sent from service 
requester agents. Also, an atSpace may limit agents to modify only their own tuples. 
4. Experiments 
We have applied the ATSpace model in a UAY (Unmanned Aerial Yehicle) application which 
simulates the collaborative behavior of a set of UAYs in a surveillance mission [Jan03]. DUling the 
mission, a UAY needs to communicate with other neighboling UAYs within its local 
communication range (see Figure 4). We use the brokeling primitives of ATSpace to accomplish 
this broadcasting behavior. Every UAY updates information about its location on an atSpace at 
every sinmlalion step using the upda te primitive. When local broadcast cOl111l1Unicalion is needed, 
the sender UAY (considered a client agent from the ATSpace perspective) uses the deliverAll 
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plimitive and supplies as a parameter a mobile object' that contains its location and communication 
range. When this mobile object is executed in the atSpace, the [ir.d method is called by the tuple 
space Inallager Lo find relevant receiver agents. The .[ icd IneLhod C01nputes distances between the 
sender UAY and other UAYs to find neighboling ones within the given communication range. When 
the tuple space manager receives names of service agents, neighboling UAYs in this example, from 
the mobile object, it delivers the service call message given by the client agent--the sender UAY in 
this example--to them. 
..----- .. 
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Figure 4: Simulation of Local Broadcast Communication 
We also use ATSpace to simulate the behavior of UAY radar sensors. Each UAY should detect 
targets within its sensing radar range (see Figure 5). n,e SellsorSimuiator, which is the simulator 
component responsible for accomplishing this behavior, uses the exec primitive to implement this 
task. The mobile object4 supplied with the exec primitive computes distances between UAYs and 
targets, and decides neighboring targets for each UAY. It then creates messages each of which 
consists of the name of its receiver UAY and a service call message to be sent its receiver UAY 
agent. This service call message is simply the environment model around this UAY (neighboring 
targets in our domain). Finally, the mobile object returns these set of messages to the tuple space 
manager which in turn sends them to respective agents. 
1 The code for this mobile object is in Appendix A. 
4 The codc for Ihis mobile object is in Appcndix B. 
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Figure 5: Simulation of Radar Sensor 
5. Evaluation 
n,e pelformance benefit of ATSpace can be measured by comparing its active brokering service 
with the data retlieval service of the template-based tuple space model along four different 
dimensions: the number of messages, the total size of messages, the total size of memory space on 
the clients' and middle agents' computers. and the time for the entire computation. To analytically 
evaluate ATSpace. we use the scenalio desclibed in section 2.1 where a service-requesting agent has 
a complex query that is not supported by the template-based model. 
Let the number of service agents that satisfy this complex query be n. Tn the template-based 
tuple space model. the number of messages is n + 2. The details are as follows: 
• Serv ice_Reqces Lt.empLit.e: a t.emplat.e-based service request. message that includes Q2. 
A service-requesting agent sends this message Lo a tuple space Lo bring a superset of its 
final result. 
• Service_ReplYt.empldt.e: a reply message thal cont.ains agent. tuples satisfying Q2. 
• n Service_Call: n service call messages Lo be delivered by the service-requesting agent 
to the agents that match its original criteria Ql. 
In ATSpace, the total number of messages is n + 1. This is because the service-requesting agent 
need not won)' about the complexity of his que1)' and only sends a service request message 
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(Service_Rql..:est'''-;:;P2.(;e) to an atSpace. This message contains the code that represents its criteria 
along with a service call message which should be sent the agents that satisfy the ctiteria. The last n 
messages have the same explanation as in the template based model except that the sender is the 
atSpace instead of the service-requesting agent. 
While the difference in the number of messages delivered in the two approaches is 
comparatively small. the difference in the total size of these messages may be huge. Specifically, the 
difference in bandwidth consumption (ED: Bandwidth Difference) between the template-based 
model and the ATSpace one is given by the following equation: 
BD = [size(Service_Reque,stt"mplatEJ - size(Service_Reque,st;>;TSPacJ] + 
size(Servi ce_Re pI Y -:.",m?l a-:.,J 
In general the ATSpace service request message is larger, as it has the matching code, and thus 
the first component is negative. As such, ATSpace will only result in a bandwidth saving if the 
increase in the size of its service request message is smaller than the size of the service reply 
message in the template-based approach. This is likely to be true if the otiginal query (QI) is 
complex such that turning it into a simpler one (Q2) to retlieve a superset of the result would incur a 
great semantic loss and as such would rettieve a lot of the tuples from the template-based tuple 
space manager. 
n,e amounts of the storage space used on the client agent's and middle agent's computers are 
similar in both cases. In the general tuple space, a copy of the tuples exists in the client agent, and 
an atSpace also requires a copy of the data for the mobile object to address the data integtity issue. 
However, if a creator of an atSpace opts to use a shallow copy of the data, the size of such a copy in 
the atSpace is much less than that of the copy in the client agent. 
n,e difference in computation times of the entire operation in the two models depends on two 
factors: the time for sending messages and the time for evaluating queties on tuples. As we 
explained before, ATSpace will usually reduce the total size of messages so that the time for 
sending messages is in favor of ATSpace. Moreover, the tuples in the ATSpace are only inspected 
once by the mobile object sent by the service-requesting agent. However, in the template-based 
approach, some tuples are inspected twice: first, in order to evaluate Q2, the template-based tuple 
space manager needs to inspect all the tuples that it has, and second, the service-requesting agent 
inspects these tuples that satisfy Q2 to retain the tuples that also satisfy QI. If QI is complex then 
Q2 may not filter tuples properly. n,erefore, even though the time to evaluate Q2 against the entire 
tuples in the tuple space is smaller than the time needed to evaluate them by the mobile object, most 
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of the tuples on the tuple space manager may pass Q2 and be re-evaluated again by the service-
requesting agent. This re-evaluation may have nearly the same complexity as running the mobile 
object code. Thus we can conclude that when the oliginal quely is complex and external 
communication cost is high. ATSpace will result in time saving. 
Apart from the above analytical evaluation. we also evaluated the saving in computational time 
resulting from using the ATSpace in the UAV domain using the settings mentioned in section 4. 
Figure 6 shows the benefit of ATSpace compared to a general tuple space that provides the same 
semantic in the UAV simulation. Tn these expeliments. UAVs use either active brokering service or 
data retlieval service to find their neighboling UAVs. Tn both cases. the middle agent includes 
information about locations ofUAVs and targets. Tn case of the active brokeling service. UAVs send 
mobile objects to the middle agent while UAVs using data retrieval service send tuple templates. 
n,e simulation time for each run is around 40 minutes. and the wall clock time depends on the 
number of agents. When the number of agents is small. the difference between the two approaches 
is not significant. However. as the number of agents is increased. the difference becomes large. 
600 
500 / / E ~ 400 / " E I--+- ATSpace ;:: 300 ~ 
./ ~ Tuple Space is / 0 
'" 200 /~ s: 100 ~ 
.... 
0 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Number of Agents 
Figure 6: Wall Clock Time for ATSpace and Tuple Space 
Figure 7 shows the number of messages, and Figure 8 shows the total size of messages in the 
two approaches, although the number of messages required is similar in both cases. However. a 
general tuple space requires more data movement than ATSpace. the shapes of these two lines in 
Figure 8 is similar to those in Figure 6. n,erefore. we can hypothesize that there are strong 
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relationship between the total size of messages and the wall clock time of simulations. 
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Figure 7: The Number of Messages for ATSpace and Tuple Space 
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Figure 8: The TOlal Size of Messages for ATSpace and Tuple Space 
6. Related Work 
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Tn this section we compare our ATSpace model with three related approaches: Other tuple space 
models, the Java Applet model, and finally mobile agents, 
6.1 ATSpace Vs. Other Tuple Space Models 
Our work is related to Linda [Car89. Ge185] and its variants, such as JavaSpaces and TSpaces 
[Leh99, Sun03]. Tn these models, processes communicate with other processes through a shared 
common space called a blackboard or a tuple space without consideling references or names of 
other processes [Car89, Pfl98]. n,is approach was used in several agent frameworks. for example 
OAA and EMAF [Bae95, Mar97]. However, these models support only primitive features for 
anonymous communication among processes or agents. 
From the middle agent perspective, Directory Facilitator in the FIPA platform and Broker Agent 
in In/oSleuth are related to our research [Fip02, Jac96]. However, these systems do not support 
customizable matching algolithrn. 
Some work has been done to extend the matching capability in the tuple space model. Berlinda 
allows a concrete entty class to extend the matching function [ToI97], and 'l'S uses policy closures in 
a Scheme-like language to customize the behavior of tuple spaces [Jag91]. However, these 
approaches do not allow the matching function to be changed dwing execution. OpenS paces 
provides a mechanism to change matching polices during execution [DucOO]. OpenSpaces groups 
entlies in its space into classes and allows each class to have its individual matching algorithm. A 
manager for each class of entties can change the matching algolithm dwing execution. All agents 
that use entlies under a given class are affected by any change to its matching algolithm. This is in 
contrast to ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching algorithm without affecting 
other agents. Another difference between OpenSpaces and ATSpace is that the former requires a 
registration step before putting a new matching algorithm into action. Object Space allows 
disttibuted applications implemented in the C++ programming language to use a matching function 
in its template [PoI93]. This matching function is used to check whether an object tuple in the space 
is matched with the LUple template given in r d and in operators. However in ATSpace. the client 
agent supplied mobile objects can have a global overview of the tuples stored in the shared space, 
and hence. it can support global search behavior rather than one tuple based matching behavior 
supported in Object Space. For example, using ATSpace a client agent can find the best ten service 
agents according to its clitelia whereas this behavior cannot be achieved in Object Space. 
TuCSoN and MARS provide programmable coordination mechanisms for agents through Linda-
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like tuple spaces to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces [CabOO, Omi98], However, they 
differ in the way they approach the expressiveness problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive 
tuples to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces, ATSpace uses mobile objects to suppon 
search algorithms defined by client agents, A reactive tuple handles a cenain type of tuples and 
affects vatious clients, whereas a mobile object handles vatious types of tuples and affects only its 
creator agent. Also, these approaches do not provide an execution environment for client agents, 
n,erefore, these may be considered as onhogonal approaches and can be combined with our 
approach, 
6.2 The ATSpace Model vs, the Applet Model 
ATSpace allows the movement of a mobile object to the ATSpace manager, and thus it can be 
confused with the Applet modeL However, a mobile object in ATSpace quite differs from a Java 
applet: a mobile object moves from a client computer to a server computer while a Java applet 
moves from a server computer to a client computer. Also, the migration of a mobile object is 
initiated by its owner agent on the client computer, but that of a Java applet is initiated by the 
request of a client Web browser, Another difference is that a mobile object receives a method call 
from an atSpace agent after its migration, but a Java applet receives parameters and does not receive 
any method call from processes on the same computer. 
6,3 Mobile Ohjects vs, Mobile Agents 
A mobile object in ATSpace may be considered as a mobile agent because it moves from a client 
computer to a server computer. However, the behavior of a mobile object differs from that of a 
mobile agent. First of all, the behavior of objects in general can be compared with that of agents as 
follows: 
• An object is passive while an agent is active, i.e., a mobile object does not initiate activity. 
• An object does not have the au/anomy that an agent has: a mohile ohject execUles its method 
whenever it is called, bUl a mobile agent may ignore a request received from another agent. 
• An object does not have a universal name Lo communicate with other remole objects; therefore, 
a mobile ohject cannot access a method on the remote ohject, hUl a mohile agent can 
communicate with agents on other computers. However, note that some object-based 
middleware may provide such functionality: e,g" ohjects in COREA or DCOM [Yin97, Tha99] 
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may refer remote objects. 
• The method intelface of an object is precisely predefined, and this intelface is directly used by 
a calling object.' On the other hand. an agent may use a general communication channel to 
receive messages. Such messages require marshaling and unmarshaling, and have to be 
interpreted by receiver agents to activate the corresponding methods. 
• While an object is executed as a part of a processor or a thread, an agent is executed as an 
independent entity; mobile objects may share references to data, but mobile agents do not. 
• An object may use the reference passing in a method call, but an agent uses the value passing; 
when the size of parameters for a method call is large, passing the reference to local data is 
more efficient than passing a message. because the value passing requires a deep copy of data. 
Besides the feamres of ohjecls, we impose additional constraints on mohile ohjecls in ATSpace: 
• A mobile object can neither receive a Inessage frOlll an agent nor send a message to an agent. 
• After a mobile object IirLishes its operation, the mobile object is destroyed by its current middle 
agent; a lllobile object is used exactly once. 
• A mobile object migrates only once: it is prevented from moving again. 
• The identity of the creator of a mobile object is separated from the code of the mobile agent. 
Therefore, a middle agent cannot send a mobile object to another middle agent with the 
identity of the Oliginal creator of the object. Thus, even if the code of a mobile object is 
modified by a malicious server program, the object cannot adversely allect its creator. 
Moreover. since a mobile object cannot send a message to another agent, a lllobile object is 
lllore secure than a mobile agent.() However, a lllobile object raises the Saine seculity issues for 
the server side. 
Tn summary, a mobile object loses some of the flexibility of a mobile agent. but this loss is 
compensated by increased computational efficiency and secUlity. 
7, Conclusion and Future Work 
Tn this technical repott we presented ATSpace, Active Tuple Space. which works as a common 
shared space to exchange data among agents. a middle agent to suppott application-oliented 
-'1 Methods of a Java object can be detected with the Java reflection mechanism. Therefore. the predefined 
interface is not necessary to activate a method of a Java object. 
6 rGrc981 describes security i~~uc~ of mobile agcnt~ in detaiL 
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brokering and matchmaking services, and an execution environment for mobile objects utilizing 
data on its space. Our expetiments with UAV surveillance simulations show that the model may be 
effective in reducing coordination costs. We have described some secutity threats that atise when 
using mobile objects for agent coordination, along with some mechanisms we use to mitigate them. 
We are currently incorporating memory use resttictions into the architecture and considering 
mechanisms to address denial of service attacks that may be caused by flooding the network [Shi02]. 
We also plan to extent ATSpace to SUppOI1 multiple tuple spaces disttibuted across the Internet (a 
feature that some Linda-like tuple spaces [Omi98, Sny02] already SUPPOI1). 
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Appendix A: Mobile Object for Local Broadcast Communication 
p-.lblic c::"'ass Comrr.ur.icat':"'on:'1ob':"'leO:oject ':"'mp::"'err.ents Eo:oi::"'eCbject 
{ 
protected fin,~l .:;ta-:::.ic dOll-ole ',Re'i'.[)C;' . .'], _RI\~·JGI': - 5::;00C.0; 
// ranqe feT OToacca.s- comrnmicat'on 
pri"l,~te Po':"'nt ffi-!.)o=,"osi-:::.ioLi 
::"'ccation of -:.Le C-.lL'2-'er_t ::"'ccatior_ of c 7JAV 
/ " 1< 
DefiLes tr.E 'f_nc' IT.eLiod. 
*1 
pUD1_c ACJCLtN;;.mc [J lind (Aqcn-='~ yale [J D_Cl-::o.Tuplc:3) 
dC".1:o1e d::'HDis-:.aoce 
dC".1:o1e dNSDis-::aoce 
:n-l~oPcsi t':"'on. getX () ; 
:n-l~oPcsi t':"'on. get':' () ; 
fer ('rt i-I); i<p_,~-:::_aTllp-e.s.lengt-:l; '-+l { 
if (p_at,~-·,J91e.:;-i- . .s'?:eOf:C-errents() -- 1) 
// 
Cbject o:o~=te:n = l'_atc'::'c.p::"'es [i: .getElemen-:: (0); 
try { 
// 
/ / cr-pek -:::JP ty~)P of a f':"'eld of a -:::.t:ple. 
II 
if (Cla.s 3. [crNa:ne (" ap9 _ tc_sk. ua v _ Point") . islr_stance (obj I-=.err.) ) 
~oin-:: POOD~cct = (Po':'ntl ob-jl-::crc; 
d01,.;.b_c CDis-::o.nce = 
/ :' 
-'lIat-:l.s~r-t( V,~-::J-.9C .. .r((poC'bjeC:::_.(jetX() - c:m\'Listance) , J.C) -
"lIat-:l.pm"'((9c(.;-oject.get'J() - ::lN~mi.s-:::_ance), /'.0) ); 
// comp-.J-::C -::I:c distztncc DC-::':iccr_ -::I:c c"Llcr CAV c.r_d ClnoLlcr. 
!I 
if ( d:,i sto.rcc <= IFOI\I~CI\SI'_ '<!',NCI':) 
::"lRece':'ver.,,;. ,~::l::l (9_,~-:::_arllp::"es r i 1 . getA(~er.tNarr.e ()); 
C:':'-::Cl (C_o.ssNo-::Founc1::xccpt_on c) 
Svs-::e:n.err.:orin-::ln("» lr_vc:ot_qo.to::::-.:oe:.:.rC:l: " I c); 
// return t-:lC n:':''1les of nc' c--:lbor' nq -.J!',.\! :.:.qen-:::o. 
// 
A0"er_tNarr.e anc_Recei'o'e::.-s [J = ne,,' A0"er_t::\arr.e [l::"Recei'o'e::.-s. s':'<ee () J ; 
ll::<'ecei\:ers. toArra::i (anaRece':' .:ers) ; 
ret u::.-n o.no.Recc i 'o'C::'-S; 
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Appendix B: Mobile Object for Sensors of UAVs. 
p-.lblic c::"'ass Ser.30rEo:oi::"'eDbject ':"'mp::"'emer.ts HcbileDbjec-:. 
{ 
pll-ol'c fin,~l .,,;ta-:::.ic dOll-ole '-<I', 'I-': "'I'W'OK_RM·JGI': - ?500C.0; 
! I ~.crre for ~ .dar een'rr 
pri"l,~te fiLal 3t~tic cOl:b::"'e RA[:AR_~,Et~~,C'::<' ALTITtD::' - 2008.0; 
/ I Lr,i!nuIT alL bee o[ , CAV eo eetect an ob~ece by a raeac' 
/·~··k 
"* :)cLincs -::l:c 'coP.c::.ior_' methee_ 
* ! 
puol'c P,c-crttl C:3s:;"CiC[] do.,\ction(fin;;.] P,e-crtTuple:] p_:.:..tclf"c-cr::TJDlcj) 
Lin>::ec Li.s":::_ L.J1.s'j.'3 - ne'" LinkedLi.st () ; 
i/ 
// C1ClSS.Liv the ::t:.p_cs in::c UAVs or To.::::-qcts. 
// 
[in-<ec:i i.st -(},\Vs - ne~'i I,inkedl,i.st(); 
Lin>::e6List L_~argets - nE'" LinkedList (); 
I-cr (_r_t _=0; i<p_c'.":.aAgen::T-.1ples. _eng::L; .L I 
// 
Ll C9_a::aP.gen::':'-.1ples [i: _ 3_zeOr::lemer_ts () =-) 
t rv { 
C'bjec:t cbjTterr - 9_atar·.(jent-l:91e.:;ri- .r~e:::.~-errert.(:)); 
cr.eck -:.r.e t::i!"Je of a f':"eld of a -:.c.ple. 
// 
i f (21 ,~s.s . fcrNa'1le (" apD. t. ~ s k . llav . ~10 i nt") . i .s I r .stance (cb j I :::.err) ) ) 
if a UAV i.s Im·,'e.:c Li.L :::.r.e p.:cedefined :nin':"m· . .l:n a::"'t.i:::xde, 
/ I eLer, iryr,oc'e the UAV. 
i/ 
.::'o':"'nt poUAV = (Po':"'nt) ob-jl-:CIT.; 
i f (po~JI\'.'-.(jet.7 () >- RI\r;i',.R_~mt·n'C'-=<._7\T,TTTU:--:'-7) 
- l~Ji',Vs. adc: (p_at.,~7',r~ert.Tllp- es r i 1); 
else if (Clas s . fo.:c:\arr.e (" c.pp. -:.as>:: . ·.la'·.' . Ob~ ect=nfo") _ is =Ls-:.ance (o:oj =te:n) ) 
Objectlnlo oiTc.rget = (OD~ect=nlo) oD~=tcn; 
1 - "Clrqct:..;. Cldd (oi Tc.rqct) ; 
C,~:::.C.i (C::"'a.ssNo:::.FollnC:Exc:ept':"on e) 
Sys:::.e:n. err. 9rin:::.ln ("»SeL.sorEo'oi::"'eC'bjec::: .. (oAc:::.ioL: " + e); 
il cr.aL(:e ::"'in>::ec.Lis-:.-type dc.-:.a -:.c A.:cray--:.ype c.atc .. 
// 
A,;er_t Tuple [J atc.UP.Vs = ne ... ", Agen-=.T-.1ple [l_UP.Vs. size () : 
11 CI\V:..; _ to!',.T~c.y (C.-:ClCI\V:..;) ; 
Ob~ect=nfo [J oic'::,argets = ne ... ", C:ojectlr_fo [l::"''::'argets. size ():; 
llTa::.-gets. -:.cAr::.-c.~· (oiaTa::.-gets) ; 
// 
// corr.Dl:te ':lori ?:ontal eli .s:::.ance anc: 'verti cal di st,~rce arr.onq ~H,.\!s. 
II 
m_oiaNei<J~i'oc rin<JOb~ec:t - Lee,,' C'bjec:::.lnfc r oi,~'::'a rgets. ::"'en<J:::.r.- ; 
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i-cr (_r_t i=O; i<o.t:.:UP.'iJ:o. _cnq-::L; i 1 
// 
// collec:::_ neiqhborinq o-oject.:;, SllC:l as t,~rc-e-:::_.s. 
II 
int -=-N·_J:nNe-=-g~ibo.::-=-r.(:(}ojects - 0; 
Pc-=-nt pc-=-ntUAV = (Pc-=-nt) o.-::o.C.i\\iS [i] . qe-::J.o;lcmcTt (C';); 
dCll-ole dX pc-nt(JI\V.ge-:::Y(); 
dCll-ole d V - pc' nt(JI\V.ge-:::_Y(); 
fer (_nt j=C';; j<e_o.Tc.rq-cts .lcr_gth; j I) 
c.oc.b_c cDistc.r_cc = 
// 
--jo.vo.. - o.nq. rl :.:-::1-. :oqr-:: ( 
rl:.:t-:l.po".r(dX oio.To.~qets:~].qct"'W:'isto.rcc(), ?C) + 
E,~Li.pm·.r(dY - oiara.::gets-~l.(~.wtN~Distar.ce(), 2.8) ); 
if (i! = j) && 
(dUisto.ncc < R.i\UA-" __ S:::NSOP,_--"ANC1::) 
oi:.:' 'o.rqet:o:~] . sctEUis-::o.nce (dJ_:ot:.:r_cc) ; 
oi ,~' 'a rgets : ~] . setV[)i s-:::_ance (0) ; 
// if t-:lere a~e [rore -:::.1 ,~r ore re' g]-bo~' rr~ ob~ects, 
// -=.r.en c::.'eate a message -" sene. ir.fcrma-=.icr. abo-.l-=. there. tc LiE r:AV. 
// 
if (i::\c.rrSciql:borir_qOb--jects > C';) 
,::;b ject I rfo [] oi ,~Uo :ect[)etected - ne· .... ' '::;-0 ject I rfo [i r·Jllrrt·Jei qhbori nqC'b jec-:::_s: 
System. a.::raycopy (m_oi,~::\eigr.bo.::ingC'bjec:::_, 
oiaO:o~ectDetected, 0, 
iN-.xnNc-=-c-:tbo::::--=-nqOD~ ccts) ; 
LJ1sgs. ade. (createAgent:'1essage (c_ta-:'JA'i.Ts r i 1 . getA0"Er.tNarr.E (), "c_larm", cbjaAr0"s)); 
A0"Er_Diessage anc_Hsgs:: = r_2' .... ' AgentNa:ne :::"lEsgs. size () ] ; 
ll-"_cccivcr:o. toArro.y (o.no.Esqs); 
ret u::::-n o.no.Esq:o; 
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